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Active birth

The First Stage of Labour (continuation)

-Techniques for how to keep active during your

-Rest during contraction "breaks" to conserve

birth.

energy for your delivery or the second stage of

-Principles, techniques, tips, and positions to try to

labour. Don’t rush around madly trying to clean the

help your body do what it’s already intending on

house or “keep labour moving”.

doing and manage labour well.

-Keeping active builds up oxytocin (feel-good,

-Your body already knows how to birth your baby

uterine-contracting hormone) rather than cortisol

without you needing to do too much. Active birth

(stress hormone).

skills are techniques and tools to help us work with

-Your brain can only cope with so many

our body and manage the sensations of labour in a

stimulations at once. If you bombard it with pain-

positive and calm manner.

free stimulations, it helps to dull down the
sensations from your uterus. That’s why using your

The First Stage of Labour

muscles is so important.
-Sensations during this stage of labour will be in

-This is the beginning of labour when your uterus
starts contracting. You will usually begin with mild
uterine contractions building up in intensity and in
time; Usually 60 seconds per contraction.
-The goal is to get the baby to descend so that it’s
head is gently bearing down to the cervix,
encouraging the cervix to dilate to roughly 10cm.
-Try to be upright and active to help gravity get the
pressure down during contractions.

your back and abdominal areas. Many women will
experience early-stage labour as a dull sensation in
their back - so keep an eye out for that!
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The Second Stage of Labour

The Second Stage of Labour
(continuation)

-This is the pushing and crowning phase. The
pushing phase starts when you’re fully dilated and
baby begins to descend through the birth canal.
-Your uterine contractions become shorter and
more intense; About 6-10 seconds per contraction.
-Practical tip: Try stretching your mouth as wide as
you can by pulling at the corners of it with 2
fingers until you feel a tingling/burning sensation this is what it feels like when your perineum
stretches during the crowning phase.
-When it comes to positioning, listen to your body.
Move into whatever position feels best for you.
-Evidence shows that some birthing positions may
help to reduce perineal tears. They are: Being on
all fours, being on your knees leaning over the
edge of a chair/bed, and lying on your side

-The full squat position
may increase your risk of
perineal tears as it puts
a large amount of pressure
on your perineum.
-Keep in mind this is not
black and white so be
guided by what feels best for you.
-Sometimes, you may be feeling an overwhelming
urge to bear down and push but your birth team is
encouraging you to slow down, to protect your
perineum. If that’s the case, a “panting” breath can
be very helpful to slow things down.
-Breathing for the pushing stage: coffee plunger
analogy, lock the breath in and bear down.
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The Third Stage of Labour

Breathing

-The birth of the placenta.

-One of the best tools to utilize to keep you calm, in

-This happens on its own or may be induced by

control, focused, and positive.

your birth team.

-Breathe in and out on the count of 4 (inhale for 4,

-Talk to your midwife or obstetrician if you want to

exhale for 4).

learn more.

-Imagine drawing a string into your nostrils for
extra focus.

TENS Machine

-Inhale the positive, exhale the negative.
-Relax your shoulders, don't breathe into your neck

-I highly recommend TENs machines.
-I personally am familiar with and recommend the

Takehome Practice

FreeMoms, MamaTENs and Elle TENs brands.
-Pop them on your back in early labour to gain

-Daily 60-second squat hold.

most benefit.

-20-30 second cold showers.

-Increase the intensity of the TENs machine as
your labour sensations increase.

Practice your labour tools whilst experiencing

-You will need to take this off if you want to go in

discomfort with the above activities.

the shower/bath and possibly if you have fetal
monitoring in hospital.

Mantras
-This too shall pass.
-Each contraction is bringing me closer
to meeting my baby.
-Ignore it until you can’t.
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Active Birth Techniques & Tool Kit

-Stress balls.

-Leg movements: walking, marching, rocking and

-Counting.

swaying, pacing up and down, squatting, pedalling.
-Hot and cold therapy - Cold and warm showers,
warm compress, etc.
-Smells - Scents you find relaxing.
-Spikey ball massage up and down the back or
around the sacrum
-Cream massage - firm pressure up and down with
your partner’s thumbs or fingers (whichever makes
you most comfortable).
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Positions
-Squat hold - 60 seconds (Same length of a labour

-Fitball lean - Good for pregnancy, labour, and

contraction). Builds up your leg strength and helps

postbirth. Very good for a posterior baby as it

you to work out what distraction techniques work

relieves pressure on your lumbar spine. Good

for you. NOTE: This is only for labour practice, not

position for massage.

for the big day - it will be too tiring!
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Positions
-Sacrum counter pressure - Gently pressing down

-Squat with your partner - Your partner slowly

on your sacrum with butterfly shaped hands. You

rocks you from side to side without any effort on

might like to sway forward and back while your

your behalf. Make sure not to tense your shoulders.

partner applies pressure.

Your partner can massage your shoulders or rub
your arms up and down.
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-Full weight on your partner while you’re being

-Fitball variations: Fitball squats up and down

rocked or swayed.

against the wall, sitting variations: Gentle bounce
(gentle downward pressure without overloading
the pelvis), lean forward while rocking and swaying
side to side (taking the pressure off your
back), Pedalling
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FAQs
When do I go to the hospital?

Will I feel the "Ring of Fire" even if I've had an

Generally, when you get 3 contractions within 10

epidural?

minutes it is encouraged to leave for the hospital.

It depends on how strong the epidural is. Some

Always check with your hospital.

women will and some women won't, it varies.

What is active labour?

Can I bring my fitball to the hospital?

The stage in labour when contractions tend to

Most hospitals supply them but I would double-

ramp up. Usually the 4cm-6cm mark.

check with your birth team.

Can I do the active birth techniques when I'm

I find it hard to kneel. What can I do to modify?

being induced?

You can try a pillow underneath your knees.

Yes, you can still do all the same techniques.
However, it can get a bit tricky because you may be

What size fitball should I use?

monitored and your movement may be restricted.

It depends on your height. I’m 172cm and I like the

You might not be as active as possible but you can

65-70cm size balls.

still do all other techniques.
What’s the best setting for a TENS machine?
What is the best position for the second stage of

It depends on what TENS machine you have. I

labour?

would recommend you purchase or hire a specific

The best positions are the ones your body tells you

labour TENs machine.

it wants to be in. Listen to your body. Positions
associated with reduced strain on the perineum
are being on all fours or lying on your side.

